Mott Manufacturing provides complete solutions for all your laboratory needs. We offer a comprehensive line of products
featuring quality steel laboratory furniture, premium grade architectural wood casework, adaptable and mobile furniture systems,
high performance and custom fume hoods, custom stainless steel work surfaces and sinks. We have been serving the industrial,
pharmaceutical, education, health care and government markets since the early 1960’s. Each laboratory’s needs are unique,
we can design and engineer products to meet your exact requirements.

Consistent Product Quality
Our ISO 9001 Registered Quality Management System, supported by quality materials
and skilled employees, ensures only high quality product is shipped.
Quality Product On-Time
Competitive manufacturing lead times, along with our high on-time and complete shipment performance, provides our customers with reliable delivery of high quality products.

Numerous conﬁgurations and sizes of mobile cabinets are available in powder coated steel, steel with wood fronts, wood and stainless steel. Heavy-duty locking
casters make units easy to maneuver in tight lab spaces. Reconﬁgure the storage space as your tasks change.

Adaptable Product Line
Extensive modular product line permits our customers to readily configure the most
productive solution to meet their specific requirements. Our flexible manufacturing capabilities allow convenient modification of standard components to fit the unique requirements of each laboratory.

Optima™ Mobile Workstation
Optima™ workstations offer a push button height adjustable work surface to
meet the height demands of individual users and equipment. Add plumbing,
shelving and accessories to meet your specific requirements. This workstation
can be relocated and height adjusted with ease; simply move it...

Competitive Value
Decades of experience allows us to provide productive furniture solutions to our customers. This experience, along with our high product quality, custom manufacturing
capability, consistently strong service levels, and competitive pricing provide high
value to our customers.
Extensive Dealer Network
Our dealers are the best. We build strong relationships with our dealers to provide,
in partnership, industry-leading service levels. Our dealers’ on-site leadership and
years of experience combined with our design and manufacturing skills deliver the
very best in laboratory furniture solutions.

Heavy Duty Mobile Cart
Carts can be easily integrated into existing work spaces or located as a selfsupporting workstation. High and low cart configurations available in various
sizes. Work surfaces and shelves can be adjusted in height to meet the specific
requirements of individual users or equipment. Suspended lower cabinets can
be added for your storage needs. Built to withstand 2600lb loads.

Custom Heavy Duty Workstations
Mott can design innovative custom heavy duty workstations to meet your
specific load requirements. Push button adjustable height work surface
and an extensive variety of other features can be added to meet your
demanding applications.
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The Solution to Change...
Today’s laboratories demand effi-

Mott offers a variety of cost-effective tables to ﬁt the unique needs of
every type of lab. Tables are available in powder coated steel, stainless
steel or wood. We offer a wide selection of tables, fully welded, adjustable,
mobile, hydraulic, vibration isolation and more…

ciency; mobile furniture solutions
support ever changing work processes. Systems must be adaptable
and flexible, and provide the best
possible solution for every situation,

Flexible Lab Spaces - Multi-functional areas need to be userfriendly and easily reconﬁgured for different users, equipment or
changing process. Tables can be put to use to increase productivity
and ultimately, saving money. They are perfect for sharing instruments
between different work areas or labs. Tables can be equipped with
casters or leveling feet. Tables can accommodate our full range of
suspended cabinets, shelves and drawers.

to meet your changing requirements.

We're committed to understanding
your needs and developing solu-

Optima™ 2550 Series can be used as a single-sided or double-sided bench system.
This system is 84" high and has 6" deep “D” shaped rear posts and round front legs.
Work surfaces and shelving can be adjusted in 1" increments to accommodate the requirements of
individual users. Integrated plumbing, electrical and data allows for quick and easy access to services.

Optima™ 2100 Series can be used as a single-sided system or benches can be placed back to
back to create a double sided work bench. This system is 84" high and has 2” round rear posts and front
legs. Work surfaces and shelving can be adjusted in 1" increments to accommodate the requirements of
individual users. Integrated plumbing, electrical and data allows for quick and easy access to services.

Altus™ Table Systems are reliable, attractive and affordable. Flexible for changing
laboratories; these tables easily integrate into your into your existing lab or use them as a basis
of a freestanding easily modiﬁed new lab. The table frame is all-welded construction and 84” high.
Work surfaces and shelving are adjustable in 1" increments to accommodate the requirements of
individual users. Integrated plumbing, electrical and data allows for quick and easy access to services.

Altus™ Mobile Solutions - Heavy-duty swivel casters have
leveling capabilities for times when you need both mobility and
absolute stability.

Optima™ Mobile Solutions - Heavy-duty swivel casters
have leveling capabilities for times when you need both mobility and
absolute stability.

tions that better support your laboratory. Our mobile solutions have been
designed to be compatible with a
broad spectrum of Mott solutions.

Our commitment to quality through
our ISO Quality Management system
assures the reliable, long life of our
laboratory furniture.

Everybody’s needs are unique. Mott
provides solutions to meet your specific application demands; simply
contact us with your needs.

Tailored Solutions - We're committed to understanding your needs and developing solutions
that better support your laboratory. Mott has designed and manufactured thousands of tables to ﬁt the
unique requirements of every type of lab; simply contact us with your needs.

Sigma Carts™ are highly adaptable and can be conveniently
integrated into existing work spaces or located as self-supporting work
stations, making them perfect for sharing instrumentation, tools, or
processes. Ergonomic work surfaces and shelves are height adjustable in
1” increments to easily adapt to new tasks, equipment and users.

